
LEADING
HYBRID
TEAMS

What's important
and what can I
start doing with my
team straight
away
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H Y B R I D  L E A D E R S H I P  



Leaders are the most important
interface between companies 
and employees.

In times of "great resignation" and
"quiet quitting" - as a direct result 
of the pandemic - leaders must be
ready to design new ways of
working together with their teams.

HYBRID
LEADERSHIP.
"Be the leader 
you wish you had." 
- Simon Sinek

LEADING AS A ROLE MODEL.



How can we work together
well without being in the
same room?

Why is my team's alignment
with our company's goals
crucial?

How can the office become
a charging station for our
team? How do we want to
shape our interactive days?

During the workshop, we will 
reflect on the following
questions:

Duration: 4 hours online 

THE
WORKSHOP.
In this workshop, you will learn 
how hybrid settings are
influencing many aspects of
leadership and collaboration.  

You will receive input on findings 
and methods that will strengthen
implementation and innovativion
within your team.

You will leave this workshop with
concrete ideas to implement
immediately and will have time 
for exchange with other leaders. 



You have understood the importance of reshaping how you collaborate - for yourself
and for your team. You will have a plan for how you will approach this topic with
your team. This training is perfect for you as a leader if you want to shape hybrid
collaboration with your team and want to know what's especially important when
doing so.   

WORKSHOP
EFFECT.



NEOFAKTUR EXPERT.

Hybrid Expert
und Consultant 

ELISABETH FISCHER

Elisabeth Fischer has many years of international corporate and
consulting experience. She has earned a reputation as a creative
and motivating implementer. Her projects range from supporting
innovation initiatives, introduction of New Work to coaching cross-
functional teams. Elisabeth gives great importance to successful
forms of collaboration. As an agile coach and expert in hybrid work
and leadership, she supports managers and their teams in mastering
current challenges in the working world.

elisabeth.fischer@neofaktur.com 
WWW.NEOFAKTUR.COM

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathrin-mann/

